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Abstract: The high price of medicines is a major concern in India. High prices make medicines unaffordable and threaten to the people. Beside this price confusion there also a confusion will exists in which treatment system to choose. In India, there are many treatment systems which majorly includes Allopathy, Ayurveda and Homeopathy. The proposal of our project will provide knowledge to the people in all medical firms including the treatments and medicines. Our solution is presented in the form of android app. It includes three categories Allopathy, Homeopathy and Ayurveda. It is used to compare the costs of medicines of various brands. It can help out to filter the cheapest branded medicine. It allows online purchase of medicine, pill remainder, emergency tips, health tips, articles, offers and online consultation with doctors. It also involves GPS tracking system to find the nearby hospitals and medical shops. The major advantage of our app is it can provide the comparison solution in all medical firms. So the details like cost difference, treatment difference, side effects, chemical composition, natural medicines, food methods all come into one application. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the present world, hospitals and clinics have many advanced treatments and medical facilities. But most of the times poor people cannot afford to that structure. They found difficulties to buy all the medicines prescribed by the doctor. Some people will believe in traditional or natural medical treatment so they will switch over to Ayurveda or Homeopathy[1],[3],[5]. The GENERIC MEDICINE concept is evolving to provide low cost medicine which can be afforded by all the people. Even though, generic version is not available for medicines like Atacand, Cozaar, Diova, Micardis and other angiotensin-receptor blockers(ARB) many brands produce the drugs in different names and different costs. For the same problem ARB, medicines like diuretics, beta blockers available in Homeopathy and natural methods like pranayama, abhyanga for this hypertension available in Ayurveda. For this challenging environment in India we provide to prefer low cost medicines and treatments in different systems[2],[4],[6].

II. OBJECTIVE

• The goal of this project is to design and develop a medical app which must include all the treatment systems (Allopathy, Homeopathy and Ayurveda)
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III. WORKING METHODOLOGY

A. Authentication:

The first step for the app is to sign up into the user account. Firebase UI provides a customizable, open source, drop-in auth solution that handles the UI flows for signing in users[8],[10],[12]. The FirebaseUIAuth component implements best practices for authentication on mobile devices and websites, which can maximize sign-in and sign-up conversation for the app. After login it shows three option as shown in fig.1

B. Real time Database

The Firebase Real time database is a cloud-hosted No SQL database that lets to store and sync data between users in real time. Real time database ships with mobile and web SDKs so our app does not need any servers[13],[15],[17].

C. GPS Tracker

The GPS tracker is used to view the nearby medical store and hospitals. User can easily
find out the medicine as well as medical store nearby in emergency. If the customer or user not have that much money to buy a brand medicine so he or she can easily find out the generic medicine which is low in a cost and same formula like brand medicine. If the customer is unaware about the location then the GPS system will easily track the location and as per the location the app will show the required output. The Fig. 2 shows the search of generic medicine[20],[22],[24].

D. ALLOPATHY

The allopathic category includes the following feature as shown in the fig. 3

E. Medicines

The user entering into the medicine option has the search type with both the brand name and the medicine name. He/she can add it to the cart when needed[14],[16],[18]. When the user want to compare the prices of various brands of same chemical composition select compare or if he/she want to know the lowest price use filters or select generic medicine. The orders can be provided by uploading our prescription also. The comparison and search is shown

Emergency: Emergency column include call ambulance and the first aid options.

Consult Doctors: This option is used for online consultation with the doctors to our problems and symptoms and we can clarify our doubts.

Remainders: It is the pill remainder we can set for our daily consumption of tablet or periodic health checkups.

OTC: OTC provides the order list in tour cart and the details of your medical status[19],[21],[23].

ARTICLE: This section consists of the medical articles that provide updates in the technology developed in the medical field.

IV. CONCLUSION

Thus the user entering into the medicine option has the search type with both the brand name and the medicine name. He/she can add it to the cart when needed. When the user want to compare the prices of various brands of same chemical composition select compare or if he/she want to know the lowest price use filters or select generic medicine.
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